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SCATTERING OF ELASTIC WAVES BY SMALL SURFACE-BREAKING OR SUBSURFACE CRACKS

IN TNREE DIIiENSIONS

William H. Visscher+

Theoretical Division, IIS-B262
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The long-wavelength limit of elastic wave scattering by surface
cracks in 3d is considered. It is shown that, if the crack is [.ormal to
the surface, the scattering can be describud by two real parameters, one
of which may be taken to be the crack size. “rhe other therefore depends
on shape, orientation, and burial depth. Many computed illustrations are
given. It is concluded that the amount of information about cracks
obtainable by low frequency elastic wave scattrrin~ is very limited.

INTRODIJCTION

Dangerous cracks (those which uausr failures) usually s?.art on sur-
faces, and are initially small. Thus ultrasonic detection in cariy ~tages
of crack qrowth is always in the regime where wavelength is large compared
to the crack dimensions. It is therefore of special int~rest to c.onsidcr
what can bu learned about the size and shnp? of small cracks on or near
surfaces by scattering elastic wavea from them.

IL may be that ●ven nt long wavel~ngths, wh~re scatt~ring is ho~lnd tu
br simple as far as angulnr distribution is roncernrd, sorer rrarks w~ll
rxhibit a signaturr which identifir~ them as dangrroun l“ast-~rnwing crnrks
while othrrs can bc ignored as benign.

This paper addresses th~ question of exactly what features of cra(k
geometry can hr ident.iil~d hy long-w+8velenRth ●lastic Wavr sratterin~.

In older to tiimplify the annlyRis thr cracks are assumrd (this assump-
tion can h? chrched from nraltrrfnR data) to I)F flat mnd to hr orientmi
pcrpmidirular to ~hr free nur!’are, which is asnlunrd to he infinite and
planar.

Thrre are, of rournr, no prsrtiral situationfi in which these rondi-
LionH are fully rralizrd, hut our rrsulls mfiy givr nurnc innighl {nt{l thr
potential uLlliLy and limita~ions 01” such mrt.hod~.

t Sunnor~ed hv thr DOE



The plan of this paper is first to review the situation for cracks in
bulk for long wavelength scattering, and then LO consider the case of
cracks on or near free plane surfaces.

THE SCATTERED AMPLITUDE

A. Artisolated crack

It has been shown ❑any times that the amplitude for scattering from
an isol~t$d crack is a linear functional of the crack-opening-displacement
(COP) Au(r) [1,2,3];

(1)

where n,~,n”,~n are polarizations (n = SH,SV,P) and directions (~-~= 1)
u

o.
of incident plane waves (n

+n.+
,yo) and of observatioil (n,~). T (y,r) is tht’

traction at the crack surfacr (in the absence of the crack) associated
with a plane wa’)e in the direction ~ with polarization n and frequency UI.

The integral is on the “top” surface Of the ~r~~k, where Lu = :“to~’” -
+“bottom”
u

If the crack is assumed to include the origin, and we restrict our-
selves to the limit where kL (< 1 (L is a characteristic dimension of the
crack, and k is the shear wavenurnber), then Eq. (2) becomes

t
f(n,~,nO,yO) = F(w)A;n (~)”Au , (’))

where A is ttiecrack area, ?[(i) = in(i,o), and Au is the COIJavcragr(l

over the crack surface C.

IL is intuitivt’ly reasonah]e, and it can be shown quite easily, ~hill

the COD, too, is a linear functional of Lhr afiymptoLic sLrestics; in parti-

cular, it is a linear funrLional of the tracLions at Lhc crack surface,
which would he presenL i! the crack w~r~[l’L~ associaterf with the incident

displacement field. In the Rayleigh limi( Lht’alRehrai~. repression of
this ntatemrnt is

Au = X:n”(io)

o
where X i~ a 3 x 3 mitLrix, illdcpcndcntof n and ~O.

It can he shown 121 (tiilh Romp ~ffor~ Onr ~an, from ~h~ RYmm~trirs “f

the BiLuat ion, convince oncrrrlf that it is trllr)Lhnt, if lht’ (rn(.k i:;,
say, in the yz plrnnr,

rxxxo o

[1x=())’!
yy ‘yz

o x X77 .
Zy .

(4)

Using Eq*. (2), (3) and (L), and thr re[.ipro(’ityr~quirrmen: [4]



f(rr,i,n”,io) = f(7to,-io,n, -i) (5)

a little simple :.lSebra leads to the conclusion that Eq. (5) is satisfied
if X =x Detailed calculation verifies that this is the case.

yz Zy”

The scattering frour a small crack is therefore completely specified
by 6 real numbers, Xxx, X Xzz, X and two angles which specify the

Y-Y’ yz ‘
angle of the crack plane relative to the yz plane. One of the four X. ‘s
specifies the rotation of the crack in its plane, so that 3 real para-

lj

❑eters remain to describe the size and shape of the crack. Calculations ,
using a particular parameterization of cross-sections, have been per-
formed [2], leading to ths conclusion that long-wavelength scattering
❑easurements, even if performed with exceptional accuracy, will yield
little inforn,ation about crack shape; i.e. there is always a circular crack
whose long-wavelength scattering is nearly the same as a crack of
complicated shape.

B. The Surface Crack

The foregoing is the situation for the isolated crack. Onc may hope
that the paucity of information available there might be Improved by the
presence of a free surface nearby which could amplify the effects of crack
shape by multiple scattering.

The formulas for the surface crack are to a large extent identical LG

those for the bulk crack. Just some reinterpre~ation is necessary. For
example, Eq. (1) still holds, with Lhe possible values of ~ extended to
inclu~fiRa~leigh surface waves; viz. n = SH,SV,F’, and R. The basic trac-
tion I (~,r) for n ❑ SH, SV, and P is a linear combination of up-and
downgoing waves which satisfies the traction-free boundary condition at
z = O (the flee surface, with vacuum above it, is the xy plane); for n = R
it is a linear combination of evanescent P and SV waves w+irh is traction-
frer on Lhe xy plan?”. (Explicit expressions can be found in Ref. 3).

Equations (2), (3), and (4) still hold for the surface crack, and so
does Eq. (5) with the proviso that ~

?
is upward-going and j is downward-

going for SH, SV, and F’;th?y are ho h cvan~scrnt for n z R.

Scattering hy small surface cracks is simplified r-ompared to isolalrd
cracks by the fact that now

(b)

by couat.ruction; i.c, although ~ is a traction on Lhv crack surf-arc, T is
thr x-componrnt of Lhv traclion on Lhr frt’rsurfncr (xy plallr), hr[.aus~
Lhc crack (in thr yz plane) is pc=rpend:rular to the frrc surta[(’.

This mean~ LhnL thr scattrrcd amplitr.rdrfrom t.brsurfiicr crnc’h i~
simpler than that for Lhr hulk crack; using F.{!ti.(2), (3), (4), rrnd (6),
wr Rrt , dropping rromr Ruperf Iuous (at present) norms! lzrrliorl~

t o t o
f(n,i,~”,io) = 1: (i)xxxf (io) + T; (WXYYT; (i(l) , (7)

Ihr rrrlurLlorlin the numbrr o! detrrmirlab]e paramrlrrfr X.,i from 4 ill



blamed on the presence of the free surface , which reduces the number of
traction components with which we can probe from 3 to 2. Thus we should
●xpect less information about the crack to be obtainable when there is a
surface ne:.rby than otherwise.

COMPUTEDEXAHPLES

Eq~ation (7), for n ❑ no = R, is

f(n,i,n”,io) = a[(cos2$ + ~)(cos2$o + ~) + ~ sir.2r$ sin2$o] , (8)

where $., ~ are the incident and rcattered azumuthal angles ($0 = O is
normal lncldence) and Rayleigh surface waves art= incident and scattered.
This expression is obtained by substituting the expression for T in Ref.02
into Eq. (7); corresponding expressions can be written down tor all n, n ;
always involving the same 2 parameters depending on crack geometry, which

for convenience we have called u, ~. The ~’s which appear in Zq. (8)
depend on the elastlc material; we have taken Poisson’s ratio to be 1/3.

If one measures the backseat.tering amplitude f($o+n, @O), then
Eq. (8) says there is a maximun at @ = O, (normal incidence), as one
would expect, and a minimum at @~ = ~/2 (edge-on incidence), also as one
might expect. The ratio of the wo amplitudes

(9)

is fixed for all flal cracks normal to thr flal surface; if it is much

difft=rcnt from 9 then either the crack is not flat or not normal to the
surface.

So experimcnta]ly one can find LIIP $0 = O direction by srekin~ the

maximum in backscattering, Lhcn one r;lnverify flatness and normality by

mt=asuring f(n/2,-n/2). lf Eq. (9) irisntisfierl, then onc can proceed to
d~termine ~ by measuring one or more ot a number of amp] itudcs wi~h eithrl

or both $ and $0 equti] Lo ? 45° or t 135°. For examplr, the 45° back-
scattering amplltude is

f(.3n/41n/4) = l+p
f(n,o) 9/4 ‘

(1(!)

and th~ 45” spcrular amplitudr is

= fQj@!,n!4) = l-pr
f-(-3n/4,n/4) I+p ‘

or

(11)

(12)



(L is any dimension of the crack); thus if one increases all the dimen-
sions of the crack (including its buria13depth, if it is subsurface) by a
factor g, then a increases by a factor g . (But if one simultaneously
increases the wavelength by the same factor g, then a increases only by a
factor Jg.)

The figures which follow illustrate the dependence of a and ~ on the
crack shape and situation relative to the free surface. The cross-
sections have been computed using the CODE [3] (crack-opening-displacement-
expansion) method, in which the COD is expanded in a set of gaussians
centered on a square array of points on the crack surface. Host of the
computation time is consumed calculating elements of a 3N X 3N matrix,
where N is the number of localized gaussians. Once the ❑atrix is computed,

scattering from any crack which can be simulated by a subset of the points
can be obtained, for any incident and scattered polarization and direction,
without much further numerical work. We take N = 56, representing an
array 8 deep (z-direction) and 7 wide (y-direction). The latLice spacing,
a, ❑erely supplies a scale factor. It has been established [5] tl.lata
surface-breaking crack is simlllated if the top row of localized function
has centers 0.65a beiow the free surface, and that the effective crack
edge (for simple shapes) is 0.94a beyond the last row or column of lattice
points . See Fig. 1.
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gaussians centered on points in a
square array 1s used to simulate the

T

Lxx
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1 surface-breaking cracks are simulated

L
ii the topmost centers are 0.65a
below the free surface.

0940
The crack

edgt= is about 0.94a beyond the last

T centers [2]. 0.69
.
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Fig. 2 A family of surface ci~cks.
At the left i~ a 7 x 8 array of localized
functions simulating a rectangular surface-
breaking crack. Thr horizontal line rt=pre-
ments the frrt=s~rface. Successively
deeper subsurface cracks are simulated by
simply amotting more and morr rows of
localized functions. The height of the
surfqce l.nc is the value of f!according
to the srale Bt Lhe left; the size of ●ach
drawing is adjusted so that all cra~.hs on
t_hisand the following figur~s give the
same normal backscatter. The numhern above
the free surface lines arr the crack areas
in mrhitrmrv IIn4tm



Figures 2-8 give results of computing a and ~ for several familir. : of
surface-breaking and near-surface cracks. The cracks are scaled in the
drawing so that the normal Raylejgh-Rayleigh backscatter from each is the
same, and the vertical position of the line representing the position of
the free surface is the value of ~ accordi~g to the scales at the left.

0.63 0.65 0.67
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0.59

=- wil~]~,

0.25+

0.41

TE!iJ
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0.44

Xnxx
xxx%
Xxxx
nxxx

——

Fig. 3 .4 family of 7 x $ surface-breaking
and subsurface rectangular cracks. It is
generally true that small surface-breaking
cracks will produce the same normal back-
scatter as considerably larger buried
cracks, hut the latter give relatively
l~rger 45° backscatter (see I!.q.10).
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Xxxx
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Fig 4. A set of square cracks. ilxperi-
mentally these are probably indistinguish-

able from the rerLangular cracks OF Lhr.
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Figure 5 Rectangular cracks with differert aspect ratios:

0.2 + 7 x3,7x5,7x7,5x7,3 x7.
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Xuxxxxxl

G.25+
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li!i%-=
Fig. 6 A sequence of cracks which are truncated triangles.
This supplies a continuous ~ransition from surface-breaking to
sllbsurface cracks.
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DISCUSSION

The data conLained in Figs. 5 and 7 and similar calculations can
be analyzed to show that, to a good approximation, the scattered amplitude
from rectangular surface-breaking cracks (and probably any surface-
breaking crack whose uaximum width is at the surface) is nearly propor-
tional to 2S, where fl is the width of the crack at the surface, and S js
its area (S = fld, where d is the depth, for a rectangular crack). The
relation is, for cracks with aspect. ratio greater thmn 0.3,

A= Jz(s- 0.15 E2) ,

where A is the normal Raylrigh-Rayleigh (RR) back~caLt.ering amplitude in
arbitrary units. Eq’,mtion (14) is consistent with ❑ea~urements reported
by Rcsch et. al. [6]. So 1S may h obtained from RR backucattering



Fig. 7 Our approximation to a circular
(penny-shaped) crack is a 7 x 7 square
array with 3 localized functions omitted
from each corner.
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The angular distribution of RR backscatter (Eq. 13, with $ = @O) will
yield $. Our calculations yield the result that ~ is essentially 2-valued,
being 0.23 t 0.01 for surface-breaking cracks and about 0.29 f 0.01 for
subsurface cracks, if Poisson’s ration is /3. This agrees with the
results of Auld [7], who wrote an expression for lorlg-wavelength RR back-
scatter from a halfpenny surface-breaking crack assuming that the static
COD was the same as the isolated penny-shaped crack. 0.89

FiR. 8 a 7 x 8 surface-breaking crack,
partially closed from the top. Partial

B

Xxxxxxx

O.st closure is simulated by omitting odd-
Xxxxxxx

numbered rows of localized functions; XXXXXXk

first row (7), then (5,7), then (3,5,7), XSXXXMX

finally (1,3,5,7). The last simulaLes
a partly-closed buried square crack.
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More than routine accuracy may be needed to distinguish surface-
breaking from subsurface cracks in this way. The ratio r = (45° RR spec-
ular)/(45° RR backscatter) is 0.63 for surface-breaking cracks, 0.55 for
subsurface ones.

Another fact which can be gleaned from our calculations is that the
scattering amplitude of a surface-breaking cracl.decreases by 40 or 50% if
the crack is buried by an amount equal to its ❑utual depth. Most of the
decrease occurs as soon as the burial SLi3rtS, anil the largest decrease is
for high aspect-ratio cracks. Thfis the only way to distinguish a small
surface-breaking crack from a somewhat larger subsurface crack is by
measuring B.
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